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Alachua County commissioners should stop blaming everyone but themselves for 

the lack of development in east Gainesville. 

Given that they just rejected a major project near the area, they should recognize 

their own role in creating economic disparities in the community. 

Last week, the commission voted 3-2 against sending the Envision Alachua sector 

plan to the state for review. The proposal by the Plum Creek Timber Company, now 

merged with the Weyerhaeuser company, was a master-planned development that 

offered the prospect of first bringing jobs and then housing east of Gainesville. 

It offered a better alternative than the piecemeal housing development allowed 

there under current regulations. While there were certainly environmental 

concerns, the company pledged to protect the vast majority of its land in that area 

from development and made improvements to the plan over the past months. 

The commission’s rejection of the plan was hardly a surprise given that a sitting 

commissioner, Mike Byerly, was a driving force behind the opposition. County staff 

took a combative approach with the applicant rather than seeking common ground, 

leaving negotiations to swing vote Robert Hutchinson. 
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In the end, Hutchinson joined Byerly and Ken Cornell in opposing the plan. 

Hutchinson is instead proposing a complicated land swap that would result in 

Weyerhaeuser land being bought for a state forest and the development of 

Tacachale, a state-owned site for developmentally disabled individuals off Waldo 

Road in Gainesville. 

In their meeting Tuesday, commissioners discussed the next steps in considering 

that plan as well as east Gainesville development in general. Byerly rebuffed the 

notion that government has failed to encourage development there. He instead said 

market forces were responsible for better housing and businesses such as 

restaurants not being built in the area. 

His assessment ignores the county’s role in driving development west of Interstate 

75. Commissioners said national chains seek proximity to higher-income residents 

and well-used roads, but didn’t acknowledge they had just turned down an 

opportunity to bring those conditions to the eastern county. 

As infrastructure becomes overburdened west of the interstate, Envision Alachua 

would have shifted development toward underutilized streets and schools on the 

county’s east side. It was hardly a perfect plan and could have been further 

improved, but shouldn’t have been greeted with such hostility from some 

commissioners and community members. 

Now Weyerhaeuser will weigh other options that will be even less desirable to 

opponents, such as working toward electing commissioners uninterested in making 

any changes to the plan. Hutchinson suggested the commission should help avoid 

this prospect by pursuing his Tacachale proposal. Cornell said the county should 

work to reduce delays in developing the fairgrounds, set to be part of another land 

swap involving Weyerhaeuser land. 
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Both of those ideas should be considered, although a greater focus on the fate of 

Tacachale’s residents and the University of Florida’s possible involvement with that 

site must be part of the process. Discussions should also be held about whether the 

portion of the Envision Alachua project next to U.S. 301, which even Byerly 

suggested he might support, could be advanced apart from the rest of the proposal. 

But accomplishing these things requires county officials who negotiate in good 

faith. It requires community activists who put as much energy into addressing 

economic inequality as they do bashing a company that at least brought attention to 

the problem. 

If commissioners want to spread economic opportunity throughout our county, 

they can’t reject a plan to do so and then blame the private sector for being the 

problem. Government and business interests should be able to work together for 

the benefit of the community. 


